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1. Introduction
In this report you will find the conceptual design of 1+1=3, which also in-

cludes a media strategy. In the last weeks we created user experiences with 

tweets of our personas. We collected these tweets in this report. 

In our media strategy we describe by which types of media people can get 

involved and how they get involved. The types media, of course, also inter-

act, benefit and complement each other. This is elaborated in the Bridges 

chapter.

The Concept tells you more about the idea of our project, which we named 

DelftTrainsition. We will go along each element we use and tell something 

more about the identity of the project.



2. Story

i think their doing something around the construc-

tion site

Read something in the Delftse Post today.Some 

project with projections around the railway station 

initiated by students. Interesting!

Just saw an interview with students I was talking 

about on TV West. I think they want to show to past. 

Relive the old days :) 

I visited the website of Delft Trainsition. @omek-

arel74 we can send our own pictures for projection. 

Haha, revival of the old days!

Brought my daughter to the station. I saw the first 

projections there, really pretty. I believe they had 

some comments with them. 

First hang-over in years. I had a great night with 

my boys. Found good pictures, brought up a lot of 

memories and of course some drinks ;) 

Posted the pictures to Delft Trainsition today, let’s 

see what happens! 

Visited the projections with Karel last night. We saw 

a lot of pictures we recognized of the old days. A lot 

of youngster at the site btw. 

Last night one of our pictures was showed on the old 

building. Fantastic! We got some nice comments. 

Had a talk with youngster, funny. 

They projected this new art at the station Vermeer is 

more my thing, but it was nice.I had a talk with the 

artist, Abdil, he was just 17!  

What a nice evening!Saw a lot of old friends,but also 

some of the new people I met at the projections last 

weeks.Great ending, great project 

@omekarel74 By the way: our picture became 3rd in 

the competition! Haha, never expected that!

These machines at building site are enormous. Beau-

tiful!

Real cool to see that delft can do such a big project 

You text your own messages to this DelftTrainsition 

project and it will be projected on buildings. LOL! 

This old man used to live in the same studenthouse 

as I am! 

Uploaded a nice picture of my good looking stud-

enthouse :) Please vote and comment! Or send to 

#DelfTrainsition to let it get projected :D 

Had some nice drinks at Vincent’s and we watched 

the projections at the station when we dropped off 

Steven. 

Had an interesting talk with an lady while I had a 

look at the projection. She grew up in one of the 

house the broke down.

@abdil4life Did you check out this project 

#DelftTrainsition?They are looking for artists.Maybe 

something for your graffiti skills?

@abdil4life I heard your work has been selected for 

the #DelftTrainsition project. Congrats! When will 

they show it?v

Headache! Nice party at the #ciccionina, but why do 

they start to drill so early in the morning :P.

Vincent & I saw my picture last night projected. It 

was huge! Got some nice complements when Vincent 

yelled out it was mine. Thnx Vinnie :)    am! 

Come and see my friend Abdil’s graffiti art at the 

projection site! You could also check out www.delft-

trainsition.nl. See you around 8pm!    

My picture is doing good! The big finale is almost 

there, please keep voting!

Sitting in the train. Everybody is talking about 

#DelftTrainsition. Had no idea it was this famous :D

Almost forgot how nice the van Leeuwenhoeksingel 

did look. Saw the old times last night when I got on 

the train. Time flies

Jan de Koning

Jonas van Dijk

Too bad my picture didn’t win,it was a nice 

evening!The atmosphere was really intimate al-

though there were a lot of people.What a success:)



Brought my kids to school but it was quite a mess 

around the railway

All over #delft there are interactive screens, heard 

something about a big event this week!

Saw some gorgeous old pictures projected at station. 

It’s nice that I can show my kids how it used to be.

I saw the website of this DelfTrainsition project. 

Look’s like an ambitious project. Interesting to ‘see’ 

the future!

I read an article about a special evening of the 

DelfTrainsition project. Different artist will show 

their art on buildings! Wow!

Yesterday was amazing. I took the children with me 

and even my husband came along It was so pretty. 

Finally something is happening in Delft!

Took a picture with the children in front of the 

house where I grew up in Delft. I will send this to 

DelfTrainsition.

What a coincidence! I dropped my sister off at the 

station and I saw a very old picture of my husband! It 

was uploaded by mark van gieten...

Apparently this guy used to be a good friend of my 

husband. They’re now getting in touch through the 

website of DelftTrainsition.

Today I talked to a student at the station. We talked 

about my picture of my old house. Really nice that he 

was so interested. x

Thanks for the votes on my picture. Didn’t expected 

that :D

My youngest son begged me to go to the station, he 

just loves the pictures. just like me ;)

I found out what the screens in #delft are for. A 

friend told me they will stay for a while and old pic-

tures will be shown.Sounds beautiful.

walked around spoorzone during my coffeebreak, 

saw some amazing things about delft, you should 

visit it 2!

Damn NS. Delays, delays & delays. Luckily they have 

some cool stuff going on at station Delft. Not sure 

what is.

Finally home. At the Delft station they had projec-

tions on the ‘old’ building. I saw some fancy pictures 

of the old days.

Long day at work,but it was worth it.Some bigger 

event than usual at the Delft trainstation.People are 

laughing and talking with each other.

Always something happning around bere http://

yfrog.com/3g8syzj

#DelftTrainsition Can’t wait for the future station

Really amazed about the future plans of Delft. I 

might move back to Delft in 2015 ;)

..Too bad I have no time..

Take a look at www.delfttrainsition.nl. A lot of cool 

pictures and other stuff.    

#DelftTrainsition Awesome graffiti. Respect for this 

amazing artist!

Karin de Vries Gijs Moretti

In a week their will be a big ending of the DelftTrain-

sition project. It supposed to be a big gathering. @

anjagemert Do you wanna join? x

LOL My husband is best buddies again with that 

mark guy. Who would’ve thought that? They’re act-

ing like youngsters again :D



3. Media Strategy

Interactive 
website

Projection

Messages

The media used within our project is main-

ly focussed on the media we actually use. 

Our targetgroup are citizens and visitors of 

Delft and it would be nearly impossible not 

to get in touch with one of the aspects of 

the project. Therefore a conventional media 

strategy isn’t appropiated. The biggest cam-

paign is the project itself.

Of course we asume attention will be given 

by the local press to the project. So for in-

stance our persioner will likely hear some-

thing on the local television he’s watching 

and our mom will read an article in the 

local newspaper. These are external media 

which pull people into the project and once 

they’re in they will be stimulated to cross 

the different media, later on also discussed 

in chapter ‘Bridges’.

Item on
local TV

Twitter message 
from his friendArticle in 

local newspaper

Just 
passing by

Mouth to
mouth

Social
Network

TUDelta

Attention
Multiple projections around the rail-

way, one of the central places of Delft, 

will track attention.

Interest
People get curious about what it is and 

what you can do with it.

Desire
They even want to participate them-

selves. It seems very easy and 

accessible!

Action
People actively placing short messages 

and photos. Enjoying the 

DelftTrainsition experience.



4. Content
Professional User Generated
3D images
Displaying how everything looked like, 

looks now and will be looking. Main plat-

form is the website, also used in projection.

Artwork
Mindblowing visuals created by artists to 

give people an amazing experience.

SMS
People can text their opinions about every-

thing. Will be displayed on the projection 

screen and with geotags on the website.

Twitter
Twittering to @displaydelft1 will also 

display your personal message on both the 

display as well as the website.

Photos
People can send in their photos. Past, cur-

rent, future everything is possible.

Before being able to discuss why people 

should cross media, it is important to define 

what information will generally be available.  

Within our project we distinguish two types 

of content. Professional content, created 

and gathered by projectmembers and User 

generated content, created by the target-

group itself.

Of course the content itself will also be 

linked. The artwork used for projection will 

be greatly inspired by the short messages 

and photos of the people.

Also the other way around, people can react 

on the artwork from the artists by twittering 

or texting their opinion.

Statements
Create controversial statements, to provoke 

user interaction.

Photos
The City Archive has got loads of pictures 

and information. This should be used to 

create valuable information.

Information
Also some practical information can be 

communicated along the way. Roadblocks 

for instance.

interaction 

between content



5. Bridges

interactive 
website

Projection

Messages

Web          Projection
When people visit the website they will 

read more about where and when there will 

be projection events. They can read more 

about uploaded photos of other people. 

Possibly a teaser will stimulate them to get 

out and join the crowd.

Projection          Web 
After enjoying some great projection 

evening, people can review the show on the 

website. Also they can get more informa-

tion about the transition.

Web          Messages
The website is based upon on a map but also 

shows information about discussions that are 

taken place. People can hop in themselves, by 

texting, twittering or commenting on the site 

itself.

Messages         Web 
When people uploaded a photo and a message 

on location, they can review their message and 

see how other people react on their photo or 

message.

Messages          Projection
When people are active on twitter or see a 

message, they might be triggered to visit a 

projection event.

Projection          Messages 
The artistwork should be interesting  and 

making a statement. Visitors should be 

challegend to react and their message can 

be involved directly into the projection.

Our project can be defined as a cross media 

level 3 project. Bridges are important and 

people should really get the full experience 

when using all the 3 media.



6. Concept
Identity

Icon
The icon symbolises the continuing change 

of Delft’s railway, so not only the current 

change but also past changes and maybe 

future changes.

Our project’s name is DelftTrainsition. It 

will consist out of three main elements: a 

website, projection and short messages. The 

projection element will be the most one out-

standing. 

The whole project will take place for approx-

imately a month. In this month there will be 

three main events. The projection will be 

continuously shown after sunset. 

People with interact with each other through 

the short messages (twitter and sms) on the 

projections and verbal communication at 

the project site. The website will give more 

information behind the professional and 

the user-generated content. People are able 

to comment and vote on each others con-

tent. In this way people are able to win the 

‘contest’ and will be motivated to generate. 

People will get to know about each other and 

get in touch.

DelftTrainsition

Our project is called Delft Trainsition. The 

name contains both Delft to link to the 

city as well as an aggregation of Train and 

Transition, showing people the transition of 

the railway.

Blue
It’s really important to link the project to 

Delft as a city, therefore blue is inevitably.

Italic
The italic font symbolises a moving train.



Website
Time Slider
When sliding time, the 3D view will change 

and show the spoorzone through time.

 » 3D “bird’s eye” view
 » Time slider
 » Projection places
 » Geotagged photos
 » Short messages

Unique elements

Elements
Decide which elements you want to view on 

the map. Such as, usercomments, photos, 

projection locations etc.

Map
On the map you will find the actual infor-

mation. Look and feel should be familiar 

to google maps, so a lot of people can use it 

intiutively.

Photos
People are also able to upload their photos 

on the website. They can add a small story 

to each photo they have uploaded. It’s pos-

sible to comment and vote on other photos.  

A contest will be held.



On a smaller scale people can express 

themselves very easily. Texting, MMSing, 

Twittering and posting is all possible. User 

generated and professional content will 

pass by.

start event

Projection

Big events
The big events will take place on a large 

scale. Possible locations have yet to be 

determined, but the old station or the con-

tainer tower could be interesting. 

While the total project will approximately 

run for a month, their should be around 

three main events.

Projection is one of the biggest and refresh-

ing elements of the project. There will be 

two types of projections. On a lower scale 

you will have  projection where people can 

interact with eachother by short messages 

and photos. Also professional content will 

be shown with this kind of projection. On a 

larger scale a few events will take place, in 

which artists will show their creative view 

on the transition of Delft. Of course people 

can also interact with that.

 » Artist Artwork
 » 3D movies
 » Time travel
 » Short Messages
 » Photos

Unique elements

Regular projection

event

final event

Projection Timeline
1 Month



Short Messages / Photos
Users can participate and create their own 

content which will be differently available 

across all the platforms. Everything should 

be fitted into short messages to keep stories 

compact and readable for everyone. Photos 

are of course another very accesible way of 

expressing themselves.

 » SMS
 » Twitter
 » MMS
 » Digital photos
 » Mailbox

Unique elementsTargetgroup
Participating is accessible through a wide 

range of media. In this way everyone can 

join, from young people using Twitter 

and old people using an good old mailbox 

placed near a projection place, where they 

can post their messages and photos.



7. Conclusion
Now it’s clearer how we communicate our information, how people are involved, how interactive our me-

dia are and what people can do with it, it’s time to go further with our concept. In the next few weeks we 

will give the project more shape, our concept will be detailed. At the end people will have a clear view on 

how our project will look like when implemented. This end result will be evaluated with our stakeholders. 

 » CM Level 3 project
 » 2 types of projection
 » User content by short messages 
and photos.

 » Interactive website, containing 
3D transition information and 
user content.

Overview


